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We show that the global dimension, dg/i, of every commutative Banach algebra A whose radical is a
weighted convolution algebra is strictly greater than one. As an application, we see that in this case
H2(A, X) ^ 0 for some Banach /4-bimodule X and thus there exists an unsplittable singular extension of the
algebra A.
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Introduction

This paper is concerned with a problem on "forbidden values" for homological
dimensions of commutative Banach algebras. The existence of "forbidden values" for
certain homological characteristics of Banach algebras is a well-known phenomenon
that has no analogue in abstract algebra. This phenomenon is primarily associated with
the existence of non-complemented closed subspaces and is also related to certain other
geometric properties of Banach spaces.

We recall that the "global dimension theorem" of Helemskii [11] (see also [12]) states
that every commutative Banach algebra with infinite spectrum has global homological
dimension strictly greater than one.

How essential is the assumption that the spectrum is infinite in the result of
Helemskii? Is the global dimension always strictly greater than one in the class of
commutative Banach algebras? Of commutative radical Banach algebras?

These questions were raised in [13] and [14]. No complete answers to these questions
are known.

In addition to commutative Banach algebras with infinite spectra, the inequality in
question has also been proved for those commutative Banach algebras in which the
multiplier seminorm is not equivalent to the original norm (see [17, Corollary 4]). Also
this inequality has been proved for commutative Banach algebras without bounded
approximate identities, provided that they have the bounded approximation property
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394 F. GHAHRAMANI AND YU. V. SELIVANOV

(see [18]). The result is also true for the Volterra algebra L'[0, 1] (see [18]), which is a
radical commutative Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity.

In this paper we give a positive answer to the second and the third questions
mentioned above, for Banach algebras whose radicals satisfy certain conditions. In
particular, we show that, if A is a commutative Banach algebra and its radical is a
weighted convolution algebra on the half-line, then the global dimension of A is strictly
greater than one. As an application, we see that in this case H2(A, X) ^ 0 for some
Banach /1-bimodule X and thus there exists an unsplittable singular extension of this
algebra.

1. Preliminaries

Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, not necessarily with an identity, and let
A+ be its unitization. The categories of left Banach ,4-modules and Banach A-
bimodules will be denoted respectively by A-mod and A-mod-A. If X, Y e A-mod (resp.
A-mod-A) then the corresponding sets of morphisms from X to Y will be denoted by
Ah(X, Y) (resp. AhA(X, Y)). Instead of Ah(X, X) we will write Ah(X). The Banach
analogues of the notions of homological dimension of a module and of an algebra,
which are the subject of our main theorems were introduced by Helemskii [10]. This
theory is set out in detail in [13].

We recall that there is the so-called canonical morphism n+ : A+®X ->• X associated
with any X e A-mod; this morphism is defined by n+(a <8> x) = a • x (a e A+, x e X).
Here ® denotes the projective tensor product (see [9]). The space A+<g>X is a left
Banach /4-module with the outer multiplication, well-defined by a • (b ® x) —
ab <g> x (a € A, b e A+, x e X).

Recall that a left Banach /1-module X is projective if and only if the canonical
morphism n+ has a right inverse morphism p; in this case p is said to be a coretraction
of the projective A-module X.

We now recall that a sequence of left Banach /4-modules and morphisms

is said to be a (chain) complex in A-mod, if the composition of any two consecutive
morphisms is zero. The complex is said to be exact if Ker dn_x = Im dn for all n, and
admissible if it splits as a complex of Banach spaces. So an admissible complex is, in
particular, exact. For X e A-mod, a complex X in A-mod together with a morphism
e &Ah(XQ, X) is called a resolution of X if

is an admissible complex. The resolution is said to be projective, if all the modules in
X are projective.

The length of the resolution (X, e) is the smallest n such that Xk — 0 for k > n, or
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oo if there is no such n. The homological dimension of X e A-mod, denoted by dh^X,
is the length of the shortest projective resolution of X, while the global (homological)
dimension of the algebra A, dgA, is the upper bound of the values dh^X taken over all
X e A-mod. Thus the "global dimension theorem" of Helemskii, after appropriate
"unmasking", reads as follows: if A is a commutative Banach algebra with infinite
spectrum, then there is a left Banach /1-module X such that there is no resolution

with Xo and Xt projective.
We will introduce other terminology and notation as the need arises.

2. Reducing the problem

In this section we shall prove a number of properties for a commutative Banach
algebra A with dgA < 1. The first property is widely known, we give a proof for
completeness.

Lemma 2.1. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with dgA < 1, and let I be a
complemented (that is, having Banach complement) closed ideal in A. Then I is projective
in A-mod.

Proof. The condition implies that the short exact sequence

0 <r- AJI <- A+ <- I <- 0

is a resolution of the ^-module A+/I. Since dhAA+/I < 1, the assertion follows from
[13, Theorem III. 5.4]. •

For Banach spaces E and F, let 33(£, F) be the Banach space of all continuous linear
operators from E to F. We write S(£) for 23(£, E). For the definitions of the
approximation property (AP for short) and the bounded approximation property (BAP
for short) for Banach spaces, see for example [16]. These properties are discussed also
in [9], [8], [13] and [20].

Lemma 2.2. (see [19, Theorem 1]). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, let X
be a projective left Banach A-module, and let p be a coretraction of X. Then the formula
P(q>) = n+{\A+®q>)p defines a continuous linear operator P: &(X) -+Ah{X) such that:

(i) P(<p) = q>forall(peAh(X);

(ii) the image P((p) of each finite-rank operator q> e &(X) has a representation of the
form P((p)x = XX, 7J(x) • yt (x e X), where Tt eAh(X, A+), y, e X (1 < i < n);
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(iii) // X has AP, then the identity operator \x is the uniform limit over the compact
subsets of X of operators of the form P(q>), where cp e ?B(X) is a finite-rank
operator;

(iv) if X has BAP, then there exists a bounded net of finite-rank operators
{(px) C &(X) such that P{(p,)x -+ xfor each x e X. •

We recall that in a commutative Banach algebra A, an approximate identity
{e; : A e A} is said to be operator-bounded if there is some constant C such that

II aex || < C || a || (a e A, X e A).

We denote by A1 the closure of the linear span of elements of the form
ab (a, b e A). A Banach algebra A is said to be idempotent if A1 = A.

The following theorem is related to [18, Theorem 1].

Theorem 2.3. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, let I be a projective closed ideal
in A and suppose that T(I) c I for each T £Ah(I, A+). Then:

(i) if I has AP, then I is idempotent and possesses an approximate identity;

(ii) if I has BAP, then I possesses an operator-bounded approximate identity.

Proof, (i) Let us assume that / has AP. We shall prove that for each compact set
K C I and any neighbourhood U of zero in / there exists an element eel such that
a — ae e U for all a e K. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2, the identity operator 1, can be
approximated uniformly on K by operators of the form P(<p), where q> € 23(7) is a
finite-rank operator; in this case

where Tt eAh(I, A+), bt e / (1 < i < n). Since T(I) c / for any T €Ah(I, A+), we see that

P(cp)a = £ T^a) = a £ T,(bt) = ae(ae I),

where e = £"=1 ^(b,) e /. The rest is clear.
(ii) Now suppose that / has BAP. By Lemma 2.2, for some constant C, > 0 and

for any a e I we have a = lim; P(<p,)a , where {<px : A e A} C 2J(/) is a net of finite-rank
operators with || q>x \\< C, for all k e A. Then, clearly, for all X

P((p,)a = ae,_ {a e I),

where e; e /, and
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where C2 = C, \\ P \\. Thus, {ex} is an operator-bounded approximate identity in /. •

From Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 we obtain the following.

Corollary 2.4. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with dg/4 < 1, let I be a
non-idempotent, complemented closed ideal in A and suppose that A-1 = I and I has AP.
Then there exists a morphism T eAh(I, A) such that T(I) 2 I-

Now we recall the basic facts on Banach modules of continuous linear multipliers
and their homological properties.

Let us recall from [21] that, for a commutative Banach algebra A, a map
T : A -*• A is a multiplier if T(ab) = aT{b). Let M(A) denote the set of all continuous
linear multipliers on A (that is, M(A) =Ah(A)). If A is a commutative Banach algebra
without non-zero annihilators (for example, if A possesses an approximate identity),
then each multiplier belongs to M(A) (see [21]).

The set M(A) is a closed subalgebra of the Banach algebra S(/4), and M(A) is a left
Banach X-module (see [17]) provided that the outer multiplication is defined by

(a • T)(b) = T(ba) (a, b e A).

Since M(A) contains the identity operator 1,,, we can consider the morphism of left
/4-modules a : A+ -*• M(A) given by

a(a) = a • \A = Ta,

where Ta{b) = ba(b e A). The closure of the image of the morphism a is denoted by
M+(A). Clearly M+(A) is a closed submodule of the left /1-module M(A).

Recall from [17] that the so-called multiplier seminorm || • ||M on a Banach algebra
A is

Evidently || a \\ M < || a || (a e A). Also it is clear that, if A possesses a bounded approxi-
mate identity, then || • || and || • ||M are equivalent. In general the converse is false. However
it will be true in the case when A has an operator-bounded approximate identity.

Lemma 2.5. (see [17, Theorem 3]). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra such that
dhAA = n is finite. Then dhAM+(A) <n + 2. If, in addition, \\ • \\ and \\ • \\M are not
equivalent, then dhAM+(A) = n + 2.

Corollary 2.6. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with dgA < 1. Then the
multiplier seminorm on A is equivalent to the original norm.
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The following corollary is a consequence of Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary
2.6.

Corollary 2.7. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with dgA < 1 and suppose
that A has BAP. Let A satisfy at least one of the following conditions:

(i) T(A) c A for each T eAh(A, A+);

(ii) A is idempotent.

Then A possesses a bounded approximate identity.

Recall [13, Theorem IV.3.16] that the condition (ii) in Corollary 2.7 holds
automatically, if oo belongs to the Shilov boundary of the spectrum of the algebra A+

(for example, if this spectrum is finite).

Corollary 2.8. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with finite spectrum. Suppose
that dgA < 1 and A has BAP. Then A possesses a bounded approximate identity.

Recall from [13] that a left Banach module Y over a Banach algebra A is said to
be flat if, for any admissible complex JE of right Banach A-modules, the complex X<8>AY
is exact.

Lemma 2.9. (see [13, Theorem VII. 1.20]). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra,
and let I be a complemented closed ideal in A. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:

(i) / has a bounded approximate identity;

(ii) A+/I is aflat left Banach A-module.

Theorem 2.10. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with finite spectrum. Suppose
that dgA < 1 and A has BAP. Then any finite-dimensional left Banach A-module is flat;
and as a consequence, every closed ideal of finite codimension in A has a bounded
approximate identity.

Proof. We First assume that X is a one-dimensional left Banach /1-module. Clearly
X is isomorphic to the ,4-module A+/M, where M is a maximal ideal in A+. Since, by
[13, Corollary III.5.11],

= dg^+ = dg/l < 1,

it follows from Corollary 2.8 that M possesses a bounded approximate identity. Hence,
by Lemma 2.9, X is flat.

Now consider the general case, where I is a finite-dimensional left Banach A-
module. Since A is commutative, X contains a chain of submodules
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0 = Xo C X, C . . . C Xn_, CX.=X,

such that every Xk/Xk_x (1 < k < n) is one-dimensional. Since the complexes of left A-

modules

are obviously admissible, Proposition [13, VII.1.17], applied first for the case k — 2,
and then with k = 3, and so on, implies that X is flat. •

3. Weighted convolution algebras

Throughout this section we assume that w is a radical weight function on
R+ = [0, oo); that is a positive submultiplicative measurable function on R+, with
nmt-»oo ̂ CO'7' = 0. We let L\(o) be the Banach algebra of all equivalence classes of
complex-valued functions, integrable with respect to codt, where dt is the Lebesgue
measure, and the product is the convolution product

(/•*)(*)= f7(* - y)9(y)dy.
Jo

Then L\co) is a radical algebra. Throughout co will be a radical weight such that
L'(a>) has a bounded approximate identity.

For a Radon measure fi (or a locally integrable function / ) on R+ we denote by
a(n) (resp. a(/)) the infimum of the support of ft (resp. / ) . For each a > 0 we let
la — {/ e L'(co): a(/) > a}. Then /„ is a closed ideal of Ll((o); Ia is called a standard
ideal. Any closed ideal of L'(co) which is not of this form is called a non-standard ideal.
As shown in [7], for many radical algebras L'(OJ), all the closed ideals in L'(<u) are
standard. In the other direction, H. G. Dales and J. P. McClure in [4] have given an
example of a radical L\co) with a non-standard closed ideal.

We let M(co) be the space of all Radon measures fi on R+ such that
|| n \\— /R+ (o(t)d\n\(t) < oo. Then with convolution product, M(co) is a Banach algebra.

We recall Titchmarsh's convolution theorem: Suppose that \i and v are non-zero
Radon measures (or locally integrable functions) on R+. Then <x(jx *v)= <x(ji) + tx(v). For
a proof of this in the case of functions see [3, Theorem 3.10]. The extension to measures
then follows from noticing that if u(t) = 1, then a(A *u) = a(A) for all Radon measures /
on R+. It is easily verified that Titchmarsh's convolution theorem is equivalent to:
H * v = 0, if and only if fi — 0 or v = 0. It is the latter version that we shall use.

The following lemma is a consequence of [1, Lemma 1.2].

Lemma 3.1. Let a> be a radical weight function. Then for each a > 0

lim inf co(x + a)/co(x) = 0.
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Let C0(l/co) be the space of all continuous functions / on R+ such that
hmx-«> ^ = 0. Then with the norm

C0(\/co) is a Banach space, whose dual can be identified with M(co), via the pairing

0*./) = f f(x)dtix),Qte M(o>),fe C0(l/a>)).
JR+

In what follows, for each a > 0, we let Ja = {/i € M(CD) : <x(/i) > a}; then Ja is obviously
a closed ideal in M(co), and /„ c Ja.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that T is a multiplier from Ia into L\a>). Then:

(i) T is continuous.

(ii) T has an extension to a continuous multiplier from Ja into M(a>).

Proof. By using the Closed Graph Theorem and Titchmarsh's convolution theorem
we can easily prove (i). To prove (ii) we let wk* = a[M(w), C0(l/co)], and we let (en)
be a bounded approximate identity of L'(OJ). First we show that (T(p*en)) has a wk*-
limit in M(a>). Since it is bounded, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, it has a w/c*-cluster
point. Suppose that for two subnets (en(0) and (en(J))

v — wk" — lim T(ji * en(fj), and t] = wk* — Urn T(/i * e<n).

Then for each / 6 /„, we have

v * / = (wk* - lim T(ji * en(!))) *f = wk' - lim (T(n * en(0) * / )
= wk* - lim Tip. * en(0 * / ) = T(ji * / ) .

Similarly, r/ *f = T(ji * / ) , and so by Titchmarsh's convolution theorem we have,
v — n, showing that the wk* — lim Tip. * en) exists in Af(co). Next we define
T : Ja -*• M(co), by Tip) = wk* — lim Tin * O- Then we proceed to prove that f is a
multiplier. To this end, let //,, /i2 e Ja and / e /„. Then from equation (1) we have

* n2) *f = T(pi * fi2 *f) =
norm — lim T(pt * en* fi2 * / ) = norm — lim T(pt * en) * /x2 * / = T(p,) * fi2 *f.

Hence

by Titchmarsh's convolution theorem, and the lemma is proved. •
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Theorem 3.3. For each a > 0, if T is a multiplier from Ia into L\co), then T maps
into /„.

Proof. Suppose T : Ia -> Lx(co) is a multiplier. Let T : Jo -> M(co) be extension of
7\ as given in Lemma 3.2. Define S : M(co) -*• M(a)), by S(ji) = T(ji * 8a), where 8a is
the point mass at a. We are going to show that S is a multiplier of JVf(co). For /z,,
/i2 e M(pi) we have

Hence S(jix */i2) = S(/i,)*/i2, showing that S is a multiplier. Since M(co) is unital, there
exists a measure /z e M(co) such that for all v e M(QJ), S(y) = v * p. Hence,

T(v*8a) = v*n(ve M(a))). (3)

From equation (3), for any x € R+ and v = Sx, we have

Then from tJ^f < II T ||, we obtain

, ', v / «(x + ^|/i|0») < II f || . (4)

We use this to show that a(jx) > a.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that <X(JJ) < a. Choose b and c such that

0 < b < c < a and

0<|/i|([fc,c]). (5)

Set 8 = \{a — c). Then since on each compact subset of (0, 00), co is bounded [15,
Section 7.4] and co is a radical weight we have

K = sup{co(x): x e [8, 00)} < 00. (6)

For every x e R+, let m[x) - inf {co(x + y) : y e [b, c]}. Then m{x) > 0 [15, Section 7.4].
Hence for each x, there exists z e [b, c] such that

co(x + z) < 2m(x). (7)

From (4), (5) and (7) we have
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< , , . / «(x + y ) d | / i l O ' ) < 2 | | f | |.
a;(x + a) y(M

Hence for every x G R+, there exists Z6[d,c] with M < %£&, where M = j/([fc, c])/
(2 || t ||). Then, by submultiplicativity of <y and using (6) we have

co(x + a) <y(x-t-c + <5)
w(x + c + 8) co(x + z)

co(x + c + d) ( )

By taking limmfx^x in (8) and using Lemma 3.1 a contradiction follows. Hence
<*(A0 ^ a- Now if f e Ia and / has a compact support, then f = g *Sa, for some
£ € L'(a>). Then from (3) we have T(/) = T(50 * g) = g * p e Ia, since a(/i) > a. Since
functions with compact support are dense in /„, the proof is complete. •

Remark 3.4. In, [5, Corollary 1.24] multipliers from /„ into /„ are characterized,
when co is continuous. That result combined with Theorem 3.3 yields:

Corollary 3.5. Suppose that a> is continuous, L'(co) is radical and has a bounded
approximate identity. Then for each a > 0, the following are equivalent:

(i) T is a multiplier from Ia into L\(o);

(ii) there exists a radon measure \i on R+ such that T(f) =f * n, for all f G Ia and \i
satisfies the growth condition:

sup I - 7 - T / co(x + y)d\fi\(y): x e [a, 00) 1 < 00;
[co(x)JR+ J

(iii) T is a multiplier from Ia into Ia.

4. The main results

In this section we shall estimate the global dimension of commutative Banach
algebras, assuming that their radicals have special properties. We shall apply these
results to the study of cohomology groups and extensions of Banach algebras.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, and let R be the radical of
A. Suppose that R has BAP and does not possess a bounded approximate identity. Then
dgA > 1.
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Proof. Because of the "global dimension theorem" of Helemskii (see [11]) we can
assume that the spectrum of A is finite. In this case R is a closed ideal of finite
codimension in A. Then clearly R is a complemented closed subspace of A, and A has
BAP. Then Theorem 2.10 can be applied to complete the proof. •

For example, let R be the maximal ideal in the (local) Banach algebra i'(co), where
co is a radical weight (see [2]). It is obvious that R is always non-idempotent and hence
does not possess a bounded approximate identity. Since clearly R is a Banach space
with a Schauder basis, R has BAP. By Theorem 4.1, the global dimension of every
commutative Banach algebra A whose radical is R is strictly greater than one.

As a second example, let R = {/ 6 C[0, 1] :/(0) = 0} with uniform norm, but
convolution multiplication (see [6, Example 5.3]). This radical algebra is idempotent,
but with no bounded approximate identity. If A is a commutative Banach algebra and
its radical is R, then dg,4 > 1.

Theorem 4.2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, and let R be the radical of
A. Let I be a non-idempotent closed ideal in R, such that

(i) R • I = I;

(ii) IhasAP;

(iii) T(I) c I for each T eRh(I, R).

Then I is a closed ideal in A and I is not projective in A-mod.

Proof. Using the condition (i) and the fact that R is a closed ideal in A, it is easy
to show that / is an ideal in A and that Ah(I, A+) = Rh(I, R). The rest follows from
Theorem 2.3. •

Corollary 4.3. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, and let R be the radical of
A. Suppose that R has AP, possesses an approximate identity and contains a non-
idempotent, complemented closed ideal I such that T(I) C / for each T 6 Rh(I, R). Then
dg/4 > 1.

Proof. Again, because of Helemskii's theorem we can assume that the spectrum of
A is finite. Since R has AP and / is a complemented closed subspace of R, I has also
AP. Since R possesses an approximate identity, R-1 = I. By Theorem 4.2, / is a non-
projective closed ideal in A. Since R is a closed subspace of finite codimension in A, I
has a Banach complement in A. By Lemma 2.1, dg.4 > 1. •

Now we can apply Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 to the study of cohomology
groups of Banach algebras. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let U e A-mod-A. As in
[13], we denote by H2(A, U) the two-dimensional continuous Hochschild cohomology
group of A with coefficients in U. Recall that, for X, Y e A-mod, the space 93(A\ Y)
can be regarded as a Banach .4-bimodule by defining (a • <p)(x) = a • (p(x) and
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(q> • a)(x) = <p(a • x) (a 6 A, q> e 93(A\ Y), x e X). It is known (see [13, Theorems III.5.4
and III.4.12]) that the following properties of X are equivalent:

(i) dh,X < 1;

(ii) H\A, 23(AT, Y)) = 0 for all Y e A-mod.

So dgA < 1 if and only if 7i\A, 93(AT, Y)) = 0 for all X,Ye A-mod.

Theorem 4.4. Let R be a radical commutative Banach algebra with BAP. Let R
satisfy at least one of the following conditions:

(i) R does not possess a bounded approximate identity;

(ii) R contains a non-idempotent, complemented closed ideal I such that T(I) c / for
each Te Rh(I,R).

Then for every commutative Banach algebra A with radical R there exists a Banach
A-module Xsuch that H2(A, X) / 0.

For example, let R be the Banach algebra L\co), where co is a radical weight function
on [0, oo) (see Section 3). It is obvious that the Banach space L\co) is isometrically
isomorphic to the space L'(0, oo) and hence has BAP. We recall (Theorem 3.3) that, if
the (radical) algebra R = L'(co) possesses a bounded approximate identity, then the
condition (iii) in Theorem 4.2 holds for each so-called standard ideal Ia (a > 0). Since
always (Ia)

2 c l2a, all ideals /„ (0 < a < oo) are not idempotent. These ideals are
complemented subspaces in R and hence have AP. Thus by combining Theorems 4.2
and 3.3 we obtain the following.

Theorem 4.5. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra such that its radical is L\co)
(for example, A = L\co), where a> is a radical weight function on [0, oo)). Suppose that
L'(<y) possesses a bounded approximate identity. Then each standard ideal Ia (0 < a < oo)
ofL\co) is a non-projective closed ideal in A.

The following result is a consequence of Theorems 4.1, 3.3 and Corollary 4.3.

Theorem 4.6. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra such that its radical is L\co),
where co is a radical weight function on [0, oo). Then dg/4 > 1 and, as a consequence, there
exists a Banach A-bimodule Xsuch that H2(A, X) ^ 0.

Now we are in a position to estimate the global dimension of any weighted convolution
algebra. Let a> be any weight function on [0, oo), and set a = '""I-,oow(0l/'- Recall [3,
Theorem 4.4] that L'(OJ) is a semi-simple (for a > 0) or radical (for a = 0) Banach algebra.
Using Theorem 4.6 and Helemskii's theorem, we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.7. Let co be any (measurable) weight function, and let A = L\oi). Then
dg/4 > 1 and, as a consequence, there exists a Banach A-bimodule Xsuch that H2(A, X) / 0.
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We recall (see [13]) that the question of the triviality of two-dimensional cohomology
groups of a Banach algebra A with coefficients in Banach 4-bimodules is closely
connected with the question of the splitting of singular (admissible) extensions of this
algebra. In particular, we obtain the next corollary from Theorem 4.6 and [13,
Corollary 1.1.11].

Corollary 4.8. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra such that its radical is
L\(o), where a> is a radical weight function on [0, oo). Then the Banach algebra A has a
singular extension that does not split.
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